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You can open it by swiping down from the top right corner on iPhone without the home button
and swipe up from the bottom of the screen on iPhones with Home button. The iPhone will
automatically detect the compatible headphone and prompt to share the music with that.
Refrain from posting comments that are obscene, defamatory or inflammatory, and do not
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together to keep the conversation civil. Nokia 2. Share audio with two Bluetooth headphones
using this trick on Apple iPhone and iPad Share audio with two Bluetooth headphones using
this trick on Apple iPhone and iPad. Shaurya Shubham With the removal of the proprietary
headphone jack, Apple also eliminated the workaround that allows users to split the audio
between two earphones by plugging a wired audio splitter. However, to make things simpler,
Apple, with iOS With the removal of the proprietary headphone jack, Apple also eliminated the
workaround that allows users to split the audio between two earphones by plugging a wired
audio splitter. With most people replying on wireless headphones today, the option to use two
earphones at the same time seems pretty much impossible unless you download some
third-party apps which do that for you. However, to make things simpler, Apple with iOS First
up, head to the Bluetooth Settings on iPhone and pair both the headphones one-by-one. Then,
connect one of them and start playing any audio or video. Now, open the control center. After
this, tap on the Music option to see more options. Look for Share Audio option and tap on it.
Tap Share Audio button. Once connected, Apple gives the option to manually adjust the volume
of individual devices. View comments Post a comment. Characters Remaining: Continue
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Stories Looking for the G. Looking for the G. What is the purpose of Siri on the iPhone? Jabra
Elite 45h headphones review: The balanced rocker. There are many times that a headphone
splitter will come in handy the above example being one of them , so whether you need a way to
share music and films with your family as you travel or for a group gaming session in your
living room, the best headphone splitter will help you share sound without sacrificing sound
quality. The wrong headphone splitter will have a negative impact on your listening experience,
so we will highlight the right headphone splitters for you below! Here are a few things for you to
consider:. The down side to a splitter with more than two ports is that you may be sacrificing
some sound quality. The more listeners there are the less sound each one will hear, but really,
the difference depends on the quality of the splitter. Luckily, some manufacturers have taken
steps to prevent the sound loss, such as the Belkin Rockstar. Either one of these plugs, for the
sake of headphone splitters, is great. Is a quiet, peaceful car ride or relaxing flight is possible?
The Rockstar features one hard-wired connection and five jacks that will allow listeners to enjoy
music, films or favorite TV programs from any type of device: DVD players, smartphones,
tablets, iPad, laptops and much more. Rockstar is a very appropriate name for this splitter
becauseâ€¦it pretty much rocks. Each listener will experience excellent sound quality, even if all
five jacks are in use. Not very many splitters are capable of delivering this level of sound quality
with more than two jacks, which is why we consider it the best headphone splitter on our list!
The sturdy design features plugs with strain relief design and beveled step-down design that
will help keep your devices securely plugged in. They also feature polished metal molding and
corrosion-resistant gold-plated plugs, giving it a slight edge over some of the other options out
there that use nickel. This is a Y-splitter with plugs for two devices. Connect it to MP3 players,
CD players, laptops, tablets, smartphones, etc. Just have everyone plug into the iLuv splitter.
Three kids, one iPad and a nine-hour flight. How will you cope? Here are a few things for you to
consider: Number of Ports. If you have multiple listeners, you need multiple ports. The standard
is two, but you can find splitters with five or more ports. Gold-Plated vs. Silver-Plated and
Nickel-Plated Plugs. Secure Fit. One of the main things you should look at when comparing and
contrasting splitters is the fit. You want it to be snug and secure, just like the PlugLugs on our
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Purchase. I got this headphone splitter for using Zoom meeting with a desktop. It had been so
uncomfortable to have a Zoom meeting with my colleagues since I changed from laptop to
desktop, because I have to use to 3. This splitter completely get around this problem. I can use
just my bundle headphone for both speaking and listening. So far I had no problem with quality
of sound, volume at all. Very satisfactory splitter! By Yeoan on September 18, Images in this
review. No worries with this device. Appears to be very durable. Looks nice. Sound quality is
good and Mic volume is plenty high. A great value! I'm using this on a Asus BM-plus board. No
issues; works as expected. Good quality, all i needed. Great quality ss always from this
company! I love every cable and adapter I've gotten from them. I can use phone earphones for
both mic
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and speakers for my desktop at the same time! Less price and great quality. See all reviews.
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